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~ Preserving the heritage of your family ~ 
What do you give a parent that has everything? Simple, a book about their life. Their stories told and kept in one 
visual tangible place...forever.  Interviewing older adults about their lives gives younger generations insight into 
their loved ones genealogy, memories, thoughts and it makes them feel valued to share their stories. 

Keepsake: 799
•1 to 2 hour interview recorded in audio format

•Unedited recording AND transcription given on a jump drive. 

•Up to 20 old family pictures converted to digital files

•20 page soft bound book of photographs matched to the text of transcribed interview 

Legacy: 1399
•2 to 3 hour interview recorded in audio format

•Up to 40 old family pictures converted to digital files

•30 page hard bound lay flat book filled with photographs matched with the text of 

transcribed interview.

•5x7 portrait taken of interviewee/s.

•Option of 2 short video clips of 2 chosen questions: Example “How did the two of you 

meet?”

•Edited recording, transcription, portrait, digital files of old photos, and video clip given 

on a jump drive, in addition to the legacy book. 

Heirloom: 2250
•3 to 4 hour interview recorded in audio format

•Up to 60 pictures converted to digital files

•40 page hard bound lay flat book filled with photographs matched with the text of 

transcribed interview.

•45 minute photo session with extended family.

•Option of 4 short video clips of 4 chosen questions: Example “How did you two meet?” 

“What advice do you have for your grandchildren?”

•Edited recording, transcription, digital files of old photos and new photo shoot, and video 

clips given on a jump drive, in addition to the Heirloom book. 

Add ons:

Preservation of audio interview in the National Archives: 100

additional pages in book: 10

Edited video recording of chosen questions: 175/question

45 minute photo session with extended family with digital files: 450

20 hrs of genealogy research added to the book: 2000


